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Abstract - We apply the idea of space-time coding devised 
for multiple-antenna system to the problem of communications 
over wireless relay networks. A twc-stage protocol is used, where 
in one stage the trammitter sends information and in the other, 
the relay nndes encode their received signals into a “distributed” 
Linear dispersinn code, and then transmit the coded signals to the 
receiver. We show that for high SNR the proposed system has a 
diversity of order ao miii{T, R}, with T the cohemnce interval, 
R the number of relay nudes, and cy0 the snlntion tu the equation 
a+@ = I -~ ,wherePis thoLotdl transmitpowerinthe  
network. In particular, we show that thepoiwise errorprobability 
(PEP) decays no slower than (v)min‘T’R’ . Thus, apar t  from 
the log P factor and assuming T 2 R, the system has the same 
divenity as a multiple-antenna system with R transmit an tenna  
and one receive antenna, which is the Same as assuming that the 
R relay nodes can fully cooperate and  have full knowledge of the 
transmit signal. We further show that fur a fixed total transmit 
power across the entire network, the optimal power allocation is 
fur the transmitter to expend half the power and for the rebays to 
collectively expend the other half. We also show that a t  low and 
high SNR, the coding gain is the same as that of multiple-antenna 
systems. However, a t  intermediate SNR, it can be quite diiTerent 
We d i scus  some of the ramifications of wing diflerent SpdCC-time 
codes and finally verify our analysis through the simulation of 
randomly generated distributed space-time eodes. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It is known that multiple antennas can greatly increme the capacity 
and reliability of a wireless communication link in a fading environ- 
ment using space-time codes [I. 2,3,41. Recently, with the increasing 
interests in ad hoc networks, researchers have been looking for meth- 
ods to exploit spatial diversity using the antenna of different users in 
the network [ 5 ,  6, 7, 8, 91. In [SI, the authors exploit spatial diversity 
using the repetition and space-time algorithms. The mutual informa- 
tion and outage probability of the network are analyzed. However, in 
their model, the relay nodes need to decode their received signals. In 
191, a network with a single relay under different protocols is analyzed 
and second order spatial diversity is achieved In [IO]. the authors use 
space-time codes based on Hunvitz-Radon matrices and conjecture a 
diversity factor around R/2 from their simulations. Also, the simula- 
tions in [ I  I] show that the use of Khat”-Rao codes lowers the average 
bit error rate. In this paper, we consider a relay network with fading 
and apply a linear dispersion space-time code [I21 among the relays. 
The pmblem we are interested in is: “Can we increase the reliabil- 
ity of B wireless network by using space-time codes among the relay 
nodes?” 
A key feature of our work is  that we do not require the relay nodes 
to decode. This ha two main benefits: first, the operations at the 
relay nodes are considerably simplified, and second, we ciyl avoid 
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imposing bottlenecks on thc rate by requiring some relay nodes to 
decode (sec e.g., [13]). 
The wireless relay network model we use is similar tu those in 
[14, 151. In [141, the authors show that the capacity of the wireless 
relay network with n nodes behaves like logn. In [151. a power 
efficiency that behaves like fi is obtained. Both results are based 
on the assumption that every relay node knows its local channels so 
that they can work coherently. Therefore, for the results of 1141 and 
11.51 to hold. the system should be synchronized at the carrier level. 
In this paper, we assume that the relay nodes do not know the channel 
information. All we need is a much more reasonable assumption that 
the system is synchronized 31 the symbol level. 
First, wc focuses on the basic results on cooperative diversity 
gain achieved using simple linear dispersion codes among the dis- 
tributed relay nodes. Our work shows that using linear dispersion 
space-time codes among the relay nodes can achieve a diversity of 
min{T, R} (I - w) . When T 2 R. the transmit diversity is 
linear in the numbcr of relays (size of the network) and is a function of 
the average total transmit power. When P is vety large, the diversity 
is approximately R. The coding gain for very large P ( P  >> log P )  
is det (S, - Sj)*(S, - S,), where S, and S, are codewords in the 
distributed space-time code. Therefore, at asymptotically high SNR, 
the same transmit diversity and coding gain are obtained as in the 
multiple-antenna case, which means that the system works as if the 
relays can fully cooperate and have full knowledge of the signal. 
Then, we slightly improve the diversity gain achieved and prove 
the optimality of the result. We also consider a more general type 
of linear dispersion codes which includes Alamouti’s scheme as a 
special case. The same diversity gains are achieved using this more 
general type of linear dispersion codes. However, the coding gain 
can be improved. We also simulate the performance of wireless relay 
networks using distributed space-time codes and compare with that 
of multiple-antenna systems using the same space-time codes. 
11. WIRELESS RELAY NETWORK 
Consider a wireless network with R + 2 nodes which are placed ran- 
domly and independently according to some distribution. There is 
one Vansmit node and one receive node. All the other R nodes work 
as relays. Every node has one antenna and antennas at relay nodes 
can be used for both transmission and reception. Denote the channel 
from the transmitter to the ith relay as f., and the channel from the 
ith relay to the receiver as g,. Assume that f, and g, are independent 
complex Gaussian with zero-mean and unit-variance. If the fading 
coefficients f, and 91 are known to relay i ,  i t  is proved in [I41 and 
[I51 that the capacity behaves like logR and a power efficiency that 
behaves like can be obtained. However, these results rely on the 
assumption that the relay nodes know their local connections, which 
requires the system to be synchronized at the carrier level. In this 
paper. we make the much more practical assumption that the relay 
nodes are only coherent at the symbol level. In our relay network, 
we assume that the relay nodes know only the statistical distribution 
of the channels. However, we make the assumption that the receiver 
kxiows all the tiding coefficients fc and 9,. Ita knowledge of the chan- 
ntls can bL: obtained by sending training signals from the relays and 
the transmitter. Our main question is what gains can be obtained? 
There arc two types of gains: improvement in the outage capacity 
and improvement in the PEP. In this paper, we focus on the latter. 
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signal at every relay node as a l i n e a  Function of its received signal.' 
that is, 
where Ai is a T x T matrix. While within the framework of lin- 
ear dispersion codes, the T x T mavices .4, can be quite arbitrary 
(apart from a Frobenius norm constraint), to have a protocol that is 
equitable among different users and among different time instants, we 
shall hencefolth 3ssume that the A, are uniwry. This also simplifies 
the analysis considerably. With the normalization in (2). the average 
transmit power at every relay node is Pz per transmission. 
The received signal can therefore be written as, 
x = JPiPzT/ (A + 1)SH + W, (3) 
where we have defined 
Figure 1: Wireless relay network S = [ A l s  . . .  A R S  1 ,  H =  [ flg1 " ' f R g R  1' .  
Assume that the Vansmitter wan& to send the signal s = and 
[a l l . .  . , ST]' in the codebook {SI,, . . , S L }  to the recriver, where 
L i s  the cardinality of the codebook. s is normalized as 
Es's = 1. (1) 
si and s* indicates the transpose and conjugate transpose of s, respec- 
tively. The transmission is accomplished by the following two-step 
strategy. which is also shnwn in Fig 1. From time 1 to T ,  the trans- 
mitter sends signals m81, . . . , ST to each relay. Based on 
(I) ,  the average total transmit power of the T transmissions is P,T. 
The received signal at the ith relay at time T is denoted as which 
is corrupted by the noise o , , ~ .  From time T + 1 to ZT, the ith relay 
node transmits t i ,, , . . . , t , , ~  to the receiver based on its received sig- 
nals. We denote the received signal at the receiver at time T + T by 
z,. and the noise at the receiver at time T + T by wr. Assume that 
the noises are complex Gaussian with zero-mean and unit-variance, 
that is, the distribution of U,,,, wr are CN(0,I). Define 
v,=[ Vi.1 - 1 ,  rt=r:],  k=[ t i .1  : I ,  w-[ W1 - 1 ,  and.=[ I, - 1 .  
U I , T  T8.T ti .T W T  I T  
If j, and gi keep constant for T transmissions, clearly 
R 
r ; = m f , s + v , ,  and x = x g , t , + w .  
,=1 
111. DISTRIBUTED SPACE-TIME CODING 
From the above description, it is clear that if the transmission rate is 
sufficiently low, then all the relay nodes can decode the transmitted 
message. In this case, the relay nodes can act as a multiple-antenna 
system with R lransmit antennas and one receive antenna and there- 
fore communications from the relay nodes to the receiver can achieve 
diversity R. This approach, however, will require a substantial reduc- 
tion of the rate and we will not consider it. We will instead focus on 
the diversity achievable without requiring the relay nodes to decode.' 
In this paper, we use the idea of the linear dispersion space-time 
code [I21 for multiple-antenna systems by designing the transmitted 
'Ammbination of requiring some relay nodes to decode and u f h m  to nol 
may also considered. However. in the interest of space. we shall not do w 
here. 
(3) shows that the T x R matrix S works like the space-time code 
in multiple-antenna systems. We call it the disrribured space-rime 
code 10 emphasize that it has been generated in a distributed way by 
the relay nodes, without having access tu s. H, which is R x I,  is the 
equivalent channel matrix and W ,  which is T x 1, is the equivalent 
noise. W is clearly influenced by the choice of the spdce-time code. 
When both f, and yI are known to thr receiver. it can be calcu- 
lated that XIS. is Gaussian with mean JP,PXT/(PI + 1)S.H and 
variance (1 + P ~ / ( P I  + I) E,"=, 1g.1') I T .  Therefore, 
from which the ML decoding can be written as 
a rgmin l lx -  *1 ~ P I P ~ T / ( P L +  l)S;Hllz, (4) 
where 11 . 11 indicates the Frobenius nom. Since S, is Linear ins, ,  (4) 
is equivalent to the decoding of a linear system and sphrre decoding 
canbeused[18, 191. 
Theurem 1 (ChernoN bound on the PEP). Wirh the ML decoding 
in (41, the PEP. averaged over the channel coeficienrs, of mistaking 
s, by s) has the follmving Chemfbound.  
where M = (S, - Sj)*(S, - Sj), G = diag{Ig1l2,... ,/gn1*}, 
and det indicates rhe derenninanr. 
We omit the proof due to the lack of space? Let's compare (5 )  
with the Chernnff bound on the PEP o f a  multi-antenna system with 
'Note that the conjugate of T,. T, does not appear in (2). The m e  with ?7 
'For pmofs of all the theorems and Corollary, see 1161 and Ill]. 
will be disccussed later in Section V11. 
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R transmit antcnnas and one receive antenna (the receiver knows thc 
channel) [4.201: 
PT 
Pe 5 det -’ [ I R  + 
The difference is that now we nerd to do the expectations O V K ~  g.. 
Before that, similar to the multiple-antenna c a e ,  the “full diversity” 
condition can k obtained from (5) .  It is r a y  to see that if S, - S, 
drops rank, the upper bound in ( 5 )  increases. Therefore. the Cher- 
noff bound is minimized when S, - S, is full-rank, or equivalently, 
det M # 0. 
IV. POWER ALLOCATION 
Now let’s discuss the optimum power allocation between the trans- 
mitter and relays that minimizes the PEP. Bccausc of the expecta- 
tions over gr. this is easier said than done. We shall therefore do this 
approximately. Note that g = E:!, /gi/’ has  the Gmma distribu- 
tion whusr mean and vmiance x~ both R. Thus, by the law of large 
numbers. almost surely k g  - I when R i m. It is therefore rea- 
sonable to approximate g by its mean, i.e., g s R, especially for 
hrge R. Therefore, (5 )  becomes 
Pe 5 E 4, det -’ [ I R  + 4 ( 1 + P i f P ~ R )  PIPzT MG] . (6) 
singular value of M, which is denoted as U * .  From ( 5 )  and (71, 
Pe 
where Ei(x) = j”Tw $dt:  x < 0 is the explnential integral func- 
tion [22]. Also, - ( - 1 ) k x k  
Ei(x) = c + log( -x) + 
k . k !  
k = l  
with c the Euler constant and log the natural logarithm. For P >> 1, 
e-= % 1 and -Ei (- 1 
le,, 
% log P. Therefore. 
Pe 5 (16R/T02,~ , )~~”~“ (log P/P)‘””kM 
rankiW P r a ” k , w ( l - ~ )  
= (16R/To2,,) . (10) 
We can see that the upper bound in (6) is minimized when lf,!~ is full rank, diversity, , , , inp, R )  (1 - w), is obtained. 
APzT/4(1 +PI + PsR) is maximized. 
Therefore, similar to the multiple-antenna case, there is no point 
Assume that the total Power consumed is PT for U”smissions of in having mOre relays than the coherence interval, Thus, wc will 
T symbols. Since the powers used at the transmitter and every relay ~ S s u m r  ~ R, The is therefore 
u e  PI and PZ for each transmission, P = PI + R R .  Therefore, for R (1 - w). (10) also shows that the PEP is smaller for big- 
ger coherence interval T .  A rigorous result is given in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Design the lransmii Signal ai ihe i fh  relay node as in (21 
and use rhe power allocaiion W (81. Forfull diwrsig of the space- 
rime code, assume T 2 R For any x > 0, 
P >> 1, 
(7) 
F T  
4(1+P,+PqR)‘ lGR( I+P)  1GR 
s- 
PiPzT P’T 
with equality when 
Therefore, the optimum power allocation is such that the vansmittcr 
uses half the total power and the relays share the other half fairly. For 
large R, the relays spend only a very small amount of power to help 
the transmitter. With this optimum power allocation, for P >> 1, ( 5 )  
becomes 
v. BASIC DIVERSITY RESULTS 
As mentioned earlicr, to obtain the diversity we need to compute the 
expectation in (5).  We shall do this rigorously later. However, since 
the calculations are detailed and give little insight. we begin by giving 
a simple approximate derivation which leads to the same diversity 
result. As discussed in the previous section, when R is large, g s R 
with high probability. We use this approximation first to simplify the 
derivation. We upper bound the PEP using the minimum nonzero 
whem 
r(il,z) . . . r ( ~ ~ , x ) ~ k - ’ l - . . , - ~ ~  
anrl [MI ,,... ,ih is  ihe k x IC mairix composed by the i l ,  . ( ,  ,&rh 
rows and columns of Al. 
Idea of the proof: To upper bound the R integrals in (5).  we first 
break every integral into two parts: the integration from 0 to x and 
the integration from x to 00, and then upper bound every one of the 
resulting zR terms. n 
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Corollary 1. f l l o g P  >> 1. In Corollary 1, we have chosen z = LIP. which Nms out to not give 
the tightest bound. In fact. we can improve the diversity slightly. 
Pe 5 & 2 ( $ ) k  det-'[~bI] w . . .  . t i  Theorem 3. The best diwrsiq rhnr can be obroined using the dis- 
rribured space-time code in (2) is aoR, wltere 010 is the solution of k=O I<<, <.--<i.<R 
k 
Bn.o(k - I ,  le) log' P. (1 I) 
k 0  
log log P log cy 
log P log P 
a +  -= 1 -___ 
I f R  >> I. I fP  >> log P and R >> 1. 
P m f :  Choose z = LIP. (1 1) is obtained by ignoring higher 
order terms of LIP. When R >> 1. B ~ ( 0 , l i )  >> B"(1, k )  for all 
1 > 0 since Bn(0, k )  = Rk is the term with the highest order of R. 
Therefore, (12) is obtained from (1 I ) .  0 
There is no closed-form solution forequation (15). The following 
theorem gives arcgion of eo. 
Theolpm 4. Fur P > E. 
The k = 1 = R term in (111, 
has thc highest order of P. Therefore, diversity, R (1 - w), 
is obtained. 
In multiple-antcnna systems with R transmit antennas and one re- 
ceive antenna, at high transmit power, the PEP ha the upper bound 
& det -'A4 (9)". Comparing this with the highest order term 
given in (13). we can see the relay network has a performmce that is 
(14) 
wom.  where log,, indicates the base 10 logarithm. This analysis is 
verified by simulations in Section VIII. 
Corollary 1 also gives the coding gain for networks with large 
number of relay nodes. When P is very large (lag P >> I), the dom- 
inant term in (12) is (13). The coding gain is therefore det-'M, 
which is the same as the multiple antenna case. When P is not very 
large, the second term (the le = R - 1 term ) in (12) cannot be 
(3 + lOlog,, log P )  d B  
log log P lug log P log log P 
I-- < 0 0  < 1 - 
log P lag P + lag P(l0g P - log log P )  ' 
In terms of diversity, Theorem 4 indicates that the PEP Cher- 
noff bound of the distributed space-time codes decreases faster than 
(y)" and slower thm ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' - , , , ~ , , ~ ~ , , ~ ~ . ~ ~ r  ) R .  w e n  p is 
large ( P  >> log P). 1 - is a very accurate approximation of 
ao. The improvemcnt in diversity is small. 
Now let's campm (16) with (1 2). A slightly better transmit diver- 
sity is obtained as discussed above. However. the coding gain in (16) 
is smnller. To compare the two, we assume that the singular values 
of iLI take their maximum value, fi, and R = T .  The coding gain 
of(16)can becalculatedtobe5-". Thecodinggainof(12) is4-R.  
7he upper bound in (12) is 0.97dB better according to coding gain. 
Therefore, when P is extremely large, the new upper buund is tighter 
lhan the previous ono since it has a larger diversity. Othewisr, the 
previous bound is tighter since it has a largcr coding g i n .  
VII. A MORE GENERAL TYPE OF DlSTRlBUTED 
SPACE-TIME CODES 
Note that E does not aooear in (2). In this section, we work on . ... 
ignored and even the = 3,4, .. . terms have non-negligible con- 
tributions. Therefore, we want not only det M to be large but also 
det(M]; ,,... ,& to be large for a11 0 5 k 5 R,  I 5 ii < . . . < ik 5 
R. Note that ti = G ( A , r < + B , K ) ,  i = 1 , 2 , . . . , R ,  (17) 
where A,, B, m T x T real matrices. Similar as before. we asssumc 
that.4i+~,andA,-B,areonhogonal. Bysepmtingtherealand 
a more generaltype of distributed linear dispersion space-time codes 
[I21 by designing the transmitted signal at the ith relay node as. 
[MI,, ,... ,.F ([Slli1  , I*  -[S,li ,.... .,* )*([S,l. ,.... , * I  +,I% I , . . .  , & I !  
where [S.]., .....,, = (A, ,s i ,".  ,Ai,si) is the space-time code 
when only the it,. . . , ikth relay nodes are working. To have a g w d  
performance for not very large transmit power, both Theorem 2 and 
Corollary I indicate that the distributed space-time code should have [ t , ,Re 
the property that it is "scale-free" in the sense that it is still a good 
distributed space-time code when some of the relays are not working. 
1, with the approximation E:=, /gilz zz Rand the power 
allocation given in (8). (9) can be calculeted to be 
pm, we can write (17) equivalently as 
] = [ A ,  + B, 0 ] [ r;,9e ] , P, + 1 0 A, - B. rl.tm 
Lf P where t % , R e  and ti.rm indicate the real and imaginary pm of ti. 
The expected total transmit power at the ith rehy can therefore be 
calculated to be P2T. 
For any T x I complex vector x, define the 2T x 1 real vector 
P = [ z:i 1. The following system equation can be derived. PZT 16R Pe 5 1 - - t r M  +o(P' ) ,  
where t r  indicates the trace. Similar to h e  multiple-antenna case. 
the coding pain is t r  M .  The design criterion is to maximize tr M .  
VI. IMPROVEMENT IN DIVERSITY PI + 1 
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where the 2T x 2T mauix, VI I I .  SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, the p e r f o r m "  of LD codes implemented distribu- 
tively over wircless relay networks is compared with that of the same 
codes and their optimality is not an issue, here A, are generated ran- 
codes in multiple-antenna systems. Since the actual design of LD 
lays x e  designed as in (2). st are designed as independent Nz-QAM 
signals. The rate of the code is therefore 210g N. 
domly based on the isotropic distributirm. The transmit signals at re- 1 
1 
f % . R e l T  -fz,Im1'l' [ f,,,mlT f,,RelT 
is the equivalent channel matrix and the 2T x 1 real vector, 
BERoioemlrswm dinersniTand R 
d 
,#' 
w = [ W R c  ] + F e  [ 9 t . R . h  -Si, lmlT 
WIm P I  f I ,=, Si.ImI'T gt .HeIT 
0 [ A' B' A,  - Bi ] [ ] ' 
is the equivalent noise. Since this system equation is linear in the 
unknowns, which me entries of x. sphere decoding can be used. 
Using the optimum power allocation in (8). the PEP of mistaking 
s, by sj has the following Chemoff upper bound for large P. 
Pe 5 E 9. det-'" (12. + 8(R+g, l g b , z ) ~ l G ~ G : )  I (19) 
where 
P Id81 
Ax + Ba 
S k l m h  SI.RaIT ] [ 0 Ar - Ba 
-(Si - S j ) i n ~  
(Si - S j ) R e  
. Figure 2: BER comparison of networks at different T and R 
(SI - % ) R e  
(St ~ Sj)Im 
We have not yet been able to explicitly evaluate the expectation in 
(19). Our conjecture is that when T ? R, the same tmnsmit diversity. nodes R. 
R (1 - w), will be obtained. Here we give an analysis of a From the plot we can see that the bigger R, the faster the BER curve 
much simpler. but far from trivial, case: for any i, either A, = 0 or decreases, which verifies our analysis that the diversity is linear in R 
B. = 0. That is. each relay node sends n signal that is either lincilr when T 2 R. However, the slopcs of the BER CUNCS of networks 
in its received signal or lincar in the conjugate of its received signal. with T = R = 5 and T = 10, R = 5 are the same. This verify our 
It is clear to see that Alamouti's scheme is included in this case with result that the divenity only depends on min{T, R}, which is always 
The R i n  our examples. Increasing T does not improve the diversity. R = 2,A1 = Iz,Bi = O,Az = 0, and B2 = 
conditions h l  A, + B, and A, - B, are orthogonal become that A ,  
is onhogonal if B, = 0 and E, is orthogonal if A, = 0. 
Theorem 5. Design rhe fransmir sign01 ar rlte irh relay node as in 
(17). Use r k  oprimum power allocorion in (8). Funher assume rhar 
for any i = 1 , .  . . , R, either A ,  = 0 or B, = 0. The PEP of 
mistaking s. by s, has the following Chemofupper bound. 
~ i ~ ,  2, we compare hit T ~ t c  (BER) ,f 
with different coherence interval T and number of 
B i  
- .  where 
with 
hl = (S, - Sj)*(S, - 3,) 
m % . m a % , , 2 Y = l  
.S, =[Ais,+B~4,...,A~si+B~4] (21) P (dB1 
a T x R matrix which is the disrriburid space-rime code. 
(20) is exactly $e same as (9) except that now the distributed 
space-time code is S instead of S. Therefore. exact the same trans- 
mit diversity is obtained as in Sections- V and VI. The coding gain 
for "eV large p ( P  When p is.not very large. 
we want not only det &J to he large but also all det[M]i, ,... . ii  to be 
large. That is. to have good performance for not very large transmit 
power, the distributed space-time code should have the property that 
i t  is "scalc-Cree" in the Sense that it is still a good distributed space- 
time code when some of the relays are not working. 
Figure 3: Comparison of the relay network with the multiple- 
system with T = R = 5 and r a t e  = 2 
[,, ~ i ~ ,  3, the perfamance of a network with T = R = 5 is 
compared with a multiple-antenna system with five transmit antennas 
and one receive antenna using the s m e  LD code. N = 2. From 
the f igme wc can see that the performance of the multiple-antenna 
system is always better than the relay network at any p, m i s  is 
what we expected because in the multiple.antcnna the trans- 
mit antenna of the transmitter can fully cooperate and have perfect 
log P )  is det 
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information of the transmit signal. Also we can see from Fig. 3 that 
the BER and BLEK (block error rate) of the multiple-antenna system 
decrease faster than those of the relay network. However, the differ- 
ences of the slopes of the curves of the two systems are diminishing 
as P incrases. Also, at thr BER of the tow1 transmit puwer 
of the relay network is  about 37.5dB. Our andysis of (14) indicates 
that the performance of the relay network should be 12.36dB wane. 
Reading from the plot, we get B 11.5dB difference. This verities the 
comectnrss and tightness of our upper bound. 
Figure 4: Comparison of the relay network with the multiple- 
antenna system with T = R = 10 and rate = 2 
Thc next example has T = R = 10 and N = 2. From Fig. 4, the 
same phenomenon can be observed. 
IX. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the use of linear dispersion space-time codes in wire- 
less relay networks is proposed. We assume that the transmitter and 
relay nodes do not know the channel realizations but only their sta- 
tistical distribution. The ML decoding and painvise error probabil- 
ity at the receiver is analyzed. The main result is that the diversity 
of the sysfem behaves as min{T, R} (1 - w), which shows 
that whcn T 2 R and the average total tnnsmit power is very high 
( P  >> log P). the relay network has almost the same divenity as a 
multiple-antenna system with R transmit antennas and one receive 
antenna. It is fuurthcr shown that, assuming R = T. the leading order 
term in the PEP bchaves as ldcf(S,'-S,)II (w)R, which com- 
pared to ,dc,(s,'-s,)l~ ($)".the PEP of aspace-time code, shows 
the loss of performance due to the fact that the code is implemented 
distributively and the relay nodes have no knowledge of the Vans- 
mitted symbols. We also observe that the high SNR coding gain, 
I det(S; - S,)i-2, is the same as that arises in space-time coding. 
The same is tme at low S N R  where a trace condition comes up. 
We then improve the achieved diversity gain slightly (by no more 
than 0 (w)). Furthermore, a more general type of distributed 
space-time linear codes is discussed, in which the transmission signal 
from each relay node to the receive node is designed as a linear com- 
bination of both its received signal and the conjugate of its received 
signal. Far a special case, which includes the Alamouti's scheme, ex- 
actly the same diversity gain can be obtained. Simulation results on 
some randomly generated distributed space-time codes are demon- 
strated, which verify our theoretical andysis on both the diversity 
and coding gain. 
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